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LOOKING back on 
the Shine Awards’ 
history so far, it 
really is astounding 
how many hundreds 
of inspirational rural 
women have been 
nominated in !ve short years.

The Weekly Times and Harvey Norman 
launched Shine in 2017. 

And each year we are more blown away 
than the last by the inspiring stories that we 
discover, of women doing extraordinary work 
in communities and industries that many 
Australians know very little about.

It has been a huge honour to cast the 
spotlight on these dynamos. To celebrate 
this special !fth anniversary, we are looking 
to the future – both of the awards, and of 
rural Australia, by introducing a new Youth 
Award, which goes to one of the shortlisted 
nominees who shows huge potential to be a 
future leader in her industry or endeavour.

I think you will agree, the winners – a 
quartet of sisters from Meandarra – are 
exactly the type of determined young women 
who represent rural Australia’s bright future.

Thanks must go to readers across 
Australia, who impress judges every year with 
the breadth and depth of your nominations.

This year is no different.
From an outback pastoralist who is 

attracting tourists to some of Australia’s most 
remote country to a sawmill manager who 
has kept her workforce employed against 
the odds, a brave horsewoman who has 
fought back from a life-changing injury to 
a young aviation engineer who is changing 
the face of her male-dominated industry – 
the !nalists and winners of the 2021 Shine 
Awards are role models for us all. 

The most amazing part is we have just 
scratched the surface.

Bright year, 
brighter 
future

CAMILLE SMITH
SHINE EDITOR
THE WEEKLY TIMES

On the rise
BONNIE, MOLLY, 
JEMIMA AND 
MATILDA PENFOLD
BEEF PRODUCERS
MEANDARRA, QUEENSLAND

IT’S a dawn-to-dusk job in a 
tough industry. 

And that’s exactly why the 
Penfold sisters love life in the 
beef business.

“We see it as our future,” says 
23-year-old Bonnie, who works 
with Molly, 21, Jemima, 19, 
and Matilda, 17, alongside their 
parents, Karen and Dan, running 
cattle across the family’s 40,000 
hectares at Meandarra and Yaraka 
on Queensland’s Western Downs. 

The sisters are hands-on in all 
respects, and have been integral 
to launching the family’s new 

premium 150-day grain-fed beef 
brand, Four Daughters.

“A day in our life is very busy,” 
says Molly, rattling off their 
everyday tasks: feeding cattle, 
!xing fences, building sheds 
and working on machinery. On 
Fridays, the family clocks up 
hundreds of kilometres delivering 
beef to customers.

“We work every day until the 
sun goes down. It keeps us out of 
trouble,” Bonnie says.

The original plan behind 
launching Four Daughters was to 
export premium beef to Wuhan.
They were just a few container-
loads in to the venture last year, 
when the plan hit a major snag. 

China suddenly suspended 
trade with Australian abattoirs, 
starting with the Casino facility 
that processed their cattle.

CELEBRATING    YEARS

Sister power:  
Molly, Matilda, Jemima and Bonnie Penfold 
on their family’s Four Daughters beef property.
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HARVEY NORMAN is incredibly proud 
to partner with The Weekly Times for 
the !fth anniversary edition of the Shine 
Awards.

In !ve years, the Shine Awards has 
attracted nearly 1000 inspirational 
nominations and celebrated 90 
exceptional !nalists and winners. Shine 
is no longer a concept, it is a fantastic, 
vibrant community. 

Drought, bush!res, "oods, Covid are 
all documented in each of their stories 
– history told in real time. Yet these 
challenges are not the story; the triumph, 
innovation, determination and brilliance 
of the women of Shine, these women are 
the story. They are our history and our 
future.

Meggs Hannes, Toni Barton, Margy 
Perkuhn and Carmel Beresford – 
previous Shine winners, spanning from 
Eulo in Queensland, Inverell in NSW to 
Nulla Vale and Lance!eld in Victoria. 
From farmer’s markets pioneers and 
artisan produce innovators through to 
mental health and farm safety advocates. 
They embody the spectrum of rural and 
regional !elds of endeavour. 

Today we 
celebrate the 2021 
Shine Award !nalists 
and winners. Equally 
extraordinary women 
whose stories humble 
us, inspire us and make 
us pause. Australia is vast, but 
these women’s stories bring us closer. No 
longer a town on a map, but a fabulous 
woman bringing that town to life for us.

In keeping with the celebration of the 
!fth anniversary, Shine has introduced 
a new award – the Youth Award to 
recognise the next generation of young 
women who will be the drivers of the 
pursuit of excellence in rural and 
regional Australia.

Congratulations and thank you to each 
of the !nalists and the winners of the 
2021 Shine Awards.

THE Shine Awards are celebrating a 
milestone: !ve years recognising regional 
and rural women whose efforts improve 
the lives of others and their communities. 

News Corp Australia is proud to 
support these awards and the partnership 
between Harvey Norman and The Weekly 
Times that brings these incredible stories 
to life. 

Congratulations to all nominees, and 
especially to the !nalists and winners. 
These awards not only shine brighter 
every year, they show the human spirit at 
its brightest.

It’s remarkable to consider the past !ve 
years and how our regions have endured 
bush!res, droughts, "oods and even a 
global pandemic. These have been very 
tough times.

In addition to our Shine categories; 
Belief, Courage, Dedication, Grace, 
Passion and Spirit, this year we have  
introduced a special award, Youth, to 

recognise the next 
generation of rural 
and regional women 
aged under 30.

This year we 
saw hundreds of 
nominations from across 
the nation. It is always 
humbling and a great honour to judge 
these awards as these women truly make 
a difference to their communities. 

If  you want to know what it takes to 
triumph over adversity, how to shine 
brightly in darkness, then please take 
the time to read their stories and help us 
celebrate Shine’s !fth birthday. 

They are the story

Light the way

KATIE PAGE
CEO
HARVEY NORMAN

PENNY FOWLER
CHAIRMAN
THE HERALD AND WEEKLY TIMES

“I think everybody in Australia 
and everybody in the processing 
business was shocked,” says their 
mum, Karen. “The girls were 
the very upbeat ones. They said, 
‘We’re right – let’s try this’.”

The girls decided to look 
closer to home for customers, 
launching Four Daughters “pink 
boxes” – 13kg beef packs that 
include cuts from all parts of the 
carcass. Australian customers 
quickly jumped at the chance to 
buy the nose-to-tail product from 
the young farmers. Direct sales 
are now a pillar of the business, 
which strives to close the gap 
between city and country.

Their grit, determination 
and passion for their industry 
make the Penfold sisters worthy 
winners of the inaugural Shine 
Youth Award.

WE WORK 
EVERY DAY 
UNTIL THE SUN 
GOES DOWN. IT 
KEEPS US OUT 
OF TROUBLE
BONNIE PENFOLD

WINNER
YOUTH AWARD
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